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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Let A = (a,),,i,j,, be a matrix of integers such that a, = 2, aii < 0 
for if j and diav= djaji where di are given non-zero integers; in other 
words, A is a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix in the sense of 
[6,1-l]. Let Fbe a field and let qcF* be such that q4”#1 (l<iirr). 
Drinfeld [ 1,2] and Jimbo [4] have associated to A and q a Hopf 
algebra 0. (In the case n = 1, this algebra has been defined earlier by 
Kulish and Reshetikhin [7] and the Hopf algebra structure by 
F31.). 
Before recalling the definition of ii we introduce the notations 
[mJ,=(t-t-‘)(t2-t-2)-.(t”-t-“)Ez[t,t-’] 
Sklyanin 
m [I n , = [nl,p:nl, E at, t-7 
for two integers m > n 2 0 and an indeterminate t. If IE F*, we define 
[a] I E F to be the value of CT], for t = A. 0 is the associative F-algebra 
with 1 with generators ei, fi, k,+i, (1 < i < n) and relations 
k,k,T’ =k;lki= 1, kikj= kjki 
k,e$; 1 = qd+qej, k,@:- l = q -daa$ 
(1.1.1) 
(1.1.2) 
(1.1.3) 
l~(-l)v[';uv] ef-"u-'eje~=O (i#j) 
$4 
(1.1.4) 
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1 - w, 
“;. (-1)” l;a, [ I. y2d fp-~jJf;=O (i# j). (1.1.5) 
We shall not need the formulas for the comultiplication A: o-+ o@ 0, 
co-unit E: 6 + F, and antipode S: 0 -+ 0; we shall nevertheless give them 
for the sake of completeness: 
A(e,)=ei@k,:‘+ki@ei, A(h)=fiOk;‘+kiOfi, A(ki) =k,@k, 
c(ei) = 0, 4.L) = 0, &(ki) = 1 
S(ei) = -qeZd’ei, s(fi) = -q2d$9 S(ki) = k; ’ . 
1.2. Let F. be a subfield of F. Let U be the universal enveloping algebra 
over F. of the Kac-Moody Lie algebra corresponding to A, that is the 
associative FO-algebra with 1 with generators Ci, fi, hi (1 < i< n) and 
relations 
hihi = h,h, 
hiCj - .Cjhi = aijFj, hi&-&hi= -a& 
eif; - Jei = 6, hi 
(1.2.1) 
(1.2.2) 
(1.2.3) 
(i# j) (1.2.4) 
f~-“v-‘fjf~=O (i#j). (1.2.5) 
It is well known that U has a natural Hopf algebra structure. 
1.3. In the case where F= F,,(q), q indeterminate, one can regard U as 
the limit of 0 when q tends to 1. (Then ei tends to Pi, fi tends to A, 
(kf - k;2)/(q2d, - qezd,) tends to hi and ki tends to 1.) Drinfeld calls 0 a 
“quantum group.” Our main result (Section 4) is that (when F. has charac- 
teristic zero and det A #O) any simple integrable highest weight module V 
of U (see [6, 3.6, 9.21) admits a “quantum deformation,” i.e., there exists a 
simple &module P such that P tends to V as q tends to 1; the dimensions 
of the weight spaces of P (with respect to the k;s) are the same as the 
dimensions of the corresponding weight spaces of V (with respect to the 
/Q’S) and are therefore given by the Weyl-Kac character formula [6, 10.41. 
(For type A,,, this has been proved by Jimbo [S] using a very interesting 
connection of 0 (of type A,,) with the Hecke algebra of the symmetric 
group.) We note that the assumption det A #O is not essential; it is only 
made to simplify the exposition. 
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In another direction, we describe (Section 5) an action of the braid 
group on 0 assuming that aU = uji E { 0, - 1 } for i # j. 
I thank Victor Kac for some interesting discussions. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF HIGHEST WEIGHT &MODULES 
2.1. Let 55 be the free associative F-algebra with 1 with generators 
t ,, . . . . 5,; thus 57 has an F-basis consisting of words 4, ... ti, where 
11, *.., i,E [l, n], r 20; the unit 1 is the empty word. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let o= (ml, . . . . 0,) E (F*)“. Consider the F-linear maps 
e,:X+X,fi:X+.Y, k,:%+% definedby 
‘,=i 
(C, means: ri, omitted, ~x~=a~,~+, +u~,~+~+ ... +qi,) 
fit;,, “‘ti,=<iti, “‘ti, 
kiti, 
. . . &,= wiq-dk~, +%‘2+ “’ f‘%d,‘F, . . . &* 
Then these endomorphisms ofX satisfy the relatiovs (l.l.l), (1.1.2), (1.1.3). 
The proof is straightforward; it is similar to that in [3, p. 2091. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Y be the two-sided ideal of X generated by the elements 
Then Y is stable under the endomorphisms ei,fi, ki, k;’ of !i?. 
Proof: It is clear that Y is stable under fi, ki, k; l. Let e’ : 9 + X be 
the two F-linear maps defined by 
where aj is as in (2.2.1), so that 
w2e: +wT2e+ 
ei= ’ 1, q ,h ’ 157+-r. ,- 
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It is enough to show that 5 is stable under e+ and e,F. We have 
ei+(h, ~~~~ip@h5is m*e5is+,) 
= be? (li, . . .5iJ 4htxi, . . . xi,+,) 
+ P’ti, . ’ * ti,e’(bh) ti, ’ ‘. (is+, 
+ tit “. 5i,dhe’(ti, ” ’ <is+,) 
(B, p’ E F, If m in [ 1, n]). Hence it is enough to show that e:(@,,,J = 0; 
this is easily verified by computation. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Y = .!ZJy. The F-linear maps ei, fi, ki, k,:‘: Y + Y 
induced by the analogous maps X + 57 in 2.2 (see also 2.3) satisfy the 
relations (l.l.l)-(1.1.5), hence define a @module structure YU on Y. 
Proof Let 0 be the associative F-algebra with 1, with generators 
ei,fi, kF* and relations (l.l.l)-(1.1.3). Then Lemma 2.2 provides a left 
D-module structure on .%. Let 8, (resp. pq) be the element of 8 defined by 
the left hand side of (1.1.4) (resp. (1.1.5)) for if j in Cl, n]. We have the 
identity fnt?ii=9ijfh in 0; this is easily verified (compare [3, p. 2171). 
Hence on X we have 0,(5, . ..rJ=e.f,, . ..fi.(l)=fi, . ..f.,e,(l)=O. (We 
have clearly Bij 1 = 0.) Ths 0, = 0 on !X. 
On the other hand, we have p,(ti, . . .<,) = iVli, . . . ti, so that pii% c 5. 
It follows that 8,, pii induce the 0 map on Y = a/s. The lemma follows. 
2.5. Let A4 be a (left) o-module. For any w’ = (w’,, . . . . wk) E (F*)” we 
denote M,. = {x E MI kix = o:x, i= 1, 2, . . . . n}; this is the weight-space 
corresponding to the “weight” w’. It is clear that I,, M,, is a direct sum. 
Moreover from (1.1.2) it follows that 
eiM,, C Mu*. a(i), fX,, = M,, a(i)-’ 3 (2.5.1) 
where a(i) = (qdlrrll, qd2021, . . . . q“n“n.S) E (F*)” and (F*)” is regarded as a 
multiplicative group for component-wise multiplication. 
From now on, until the end of 4.13, we assume that q is not a root of 1 and 
that det A # 0. We define a partial order in (F*)” by 
0’ < Wn 0 ~“~‘-’ = a( 1 )‘I c((2)‘2.. . a(n)‘n, 1, EN, . ..) 1”E N. 
To check that this is a partial order, we must show that o’ < w”, CD” < o’ 
imply o’ = 0”; for this it is enough to show that a( 1 )‘I . . . a(n)& = 1 (lie N) 
implies 1, = . . = I,, = 0. Our assumption implies Ci djajili = 0 (j= 1, . . . . n), 
since q is not a root of 1. Using the non-singularity of (djaji) it follows that 
1; = 0 as desired. 
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From (2.5.1), we see that 
eiM,, c M,. , 0” > w’, fiM,, c hi,. , CiY’ < 0’. (2.52) 
A vector x E M is said to be primitive if x # 0, x E M, for some w  E (F*)” 
and eix= 0 for all iE [l, n]. Let @ be the subalgebra of 0 generated byf. 
(1 < i < n). We say that M is a highest weight module for 6 if there exists a 
primitive vector x E M, such that 0. x = M. We then have 
(using (1.1.2) (1.1.3), (2.52)). Moreover, w  is characterized by the 
property that M,. # 0 * w’ d w. In particular, w  is uniquely determined by 
M. We say that w  is the highest weight of it!. Note also that any proper 
6submodule of M is contained in C,, <o M,.; hence M has a unique 
maximal submodule M,,, ; we have M,,, c C,, <o M,, and M/M,,, is a 
simple highest weight module. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For any w  E (F*)“, there exists a simple highest weight 
module for 0 with highest weight w. It is unique up to isomorphism. It 
contains a unique primitive vector (up to a scalar). 
ProoJ We show that P’ (see 2.4) is a highest weight module for 0. 
The vector 1 E % is not contained in r (see 2.3) since all elements of 9 are 
F-linear combinations of basis elements ri, ... ci, with r > 2. Hence the 
image of 1 E 57 in P’ is # 0. It clearly generates ?P as a @-module and it 
has weight w. Hence our statement on Y” follows. The quotient of Y” by 
its unique maximal &submodule (see 2.5) is a simple highest weight 
module L for 0 with highest weight w. The uniqueness is proved exactly 
as in [9, VII, Th. 11. Assume that L contained a primitive vector x’ of 
weight w’ < w. Then ox’ = 0-x’ c @o,.go, L,.. hence 0. x’ is a proper 
&submodule of L contradicting the simplicity of L. 
3. INTEGRABLE HIGHEST WEIGHT &MODULES 
3.1. We say that a left o-module M is integrable if M = 1, M, and if e; 
and fi (i= 1, . . . . n) are locally nilpotent endomorphisms of M. (Compare 
C6, 3.61.) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The simple highest weight o-module L with highest 
weight w  = (w , , . . . . w,) E (F*)” is integrable if and only if 
Wi = &qdim,, (3.2.1) 
where miE N, 14= 1 for all iE [l, n]. (Compare [6, 10.11.) 
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For the proof, we shall introduce for each in [ 1, n] the associative F 
algebra oi with generators ei, fi, k:’ and relations 
k,k;’ = 1, k,e,k;’ = q2dei, kifik,:’ = q-2dtf, 
eifi -fiei= 
k?-k;* 
*i. 
q q-*d,’ I- 
(3.2.2) 
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be a left oi-module and let x0 E M be a non-zero 
vector such that kix, = bx, (b E F*), eixO = 0. Let N be an integer 2 0. 
(a) Assume that fix0 # 0, ffxO # 0, . . . . f NxO # 0, f N+ ‘x0 = 0. Then 
b = cqdl”, c4 = 1. 
(b) Conversely, assume that b = {qdlN, c4 = 1. Then eif” + l x0 = 0. 
ProoJ: Let 
[#=(t+t-‘)(?+l+t-2) 
. ..(ti-‘+t’-3+ . . . +t-‘+‘)&J[t, t-q (3.3.1) 
and let [,]&,E F* be obtained by setting t = q2dc in Cl]:. Let 
f!‘)=[I]!-,‘f! 0. I=1 2 , I $4 I E 19 We also set f IO) = 1. We define 
XI, x2, **a E M by x, = f i’)xd. h6r I< 0, we set x, = 0. Using (3.2.2) we see by 
induction that 
(3.3.2) 
Under the assumption of (a) we have xN+ , = 0 hence eixN+ , = 0. Using 
(3.3.2) and xN # 0 we see that b2q-2dSN - b-2q2dlN = 0 hence b4 = q4diN so 
that b = lqdlN, c4 = 1. Under the assumption of (b) we see from (3.3.2) that 
e,x N+, =O. Hence eif”+’ x0 = 0. The lemma is proved. 
3.4. Proof of Proposition 3.2. (Compare [3, p. 2181.) Let x be a 
primitive vector of L of weight w. Assume first that L is integrable. 
Let iE [l, n]. We can find an integer mi20 such that L(x) #O, 
;~,(~~q$~.., f y(x) # 0, f y+ r(x) = 0. Using Lemma 3.3(a) we see that 
I I ’ 1) [4=1* 
Conversely, assume that for all in [l, n] we have wi= [iqdlml, (4 = 1, 
m,E N. We must prove that for any y E L and any iE [ 1, n] there exist 
riE fV, SUE N such that ej’y=O, f; y =O. We can assume that 
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Y=L,fi* +-i, ( x since such vectors span the vector space L). If ri > r then 
e:Y is in a weight space corresponding to a weight which is not <w (see 
(2.5.1)). Hence this weight space is zero and e; y = 0. To show that f; y = 0 
for some si E N we use induction on r. Assume first that Y = 0. Thus y = x. 
By Lemma 3.3(b), we have eify + lx = 0. Assume that x’ = fy + ’ x # 0. We 
have eix’=O. Moreover, if Jo [l, n], j#i, we have ejx’=ejfy8+‘x= 
f?” ejx = 0. Hence x’ is a primitive vector of weight # o. This contradicts 
2.6. Thus we have f :I+ lx = 0, as desired. 
Next assume that r >/ 1. We can assume that y’ = fi,f;, ... fi,x satisfies 
fyy'=O for some mal. If i,=i then fTy=fT+'y'=O. Hence we can 
assume that i, =j# i. We set a = a,< 0. From (1.15) it follows 
immediately that f y-“fi is an F-linear combination of elements 
f;fJy-"-", 0 GO< -a. Hence f7-"y=fy-"fjy' is an F-linear com- 
bination of elements f ;fify -“-“Y’, 0 < CJ < -a, and each of these elements 
is zero since m - a - CJ 2 m. Hence f y-“y = 0. This completes the proof. 
3.5. Let L, o be as in 3.2. Assume L is integrable so that (3.2.1) holds. 
The algebra automorphism ei + C,ei, fi + [ifi, ki + [iki of 0 carries L to 
the simple highest weight o-module with highest weight (qdlm’, . . . . qdnmn). 
Thus, to understand the structure of L, we may assume without loss of 
generality that Cl = . . . = i, = 1. 
4. LATTICES 
4.1. As in 1.2, we consider a subfield F0 of F. In this section we 
shall assume that qE F* is transcendental over FO. We denote 
d = F,,[q, q-‘1 c F. Let o& be the d-subalgebra (with 1) of 0 generated 
by the elements 
e!‘) = [/I!-‘e! I yw IT f;" = [/]$,,'ff, k" 
1 < i < n, 1= 1, 2, . . . (notation of (3.3.1)). The elements f I’) already have 
been considered in 3.3. Let 0; (resp. 62) be the d-subalgebra (with 1) of 
fi generated by the elements fi'), (I= 1, 2, . ..) (resp. ei’) (I= 1, 2, . ..)). 
Let L be a simple highest weight 0 module with highest weight 
0 = (qd’m’, ,..) qd”““), m,E kJ (see 3.5), and let XE L be a primitive vector. 
We define L, = fi;x c L. We shall prove the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (a) L., is a f?,-submodule of L. 
(b) The natural map FQ JB L, + L is an isomorphism of F-vector 
spaces. 
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(cl La? is the direct sum of its intersections with the weight-spaces 
of L. 
(d) Each intersection in (c) is a finitely generated free zl-module of 
finite rank. 
4.3. The following q-analog of [lo, Section 2, Lemma 51 has been 
communicated to me by Victor Kac: 
ejP)f{‘) = 1 fir-l) k;2t-p-r e!p-lj 
t 1 I 3 (4.3.1) reN 
f=SP 
t<, 
where 
[ 1 
ki; cJ:=:, (k:q2di(c-s)_k;2q-2di(C-s)) 
l--y= 1 (q2di” _ q-2dis) * t 
(4.3.2) 
The proof is easy, by induction, using (1.1.2), (1.1.3). Note also that 
e!Plfjr) = f !r)eiP) 
I I for i# j. (4.3.3) 
We have using (1.1.2) 
[ki~c]e~,,=e~,,[ki;ct+la~] 
[“ii c]f~,,=f~,,[ki;cIIu.]. 
(4.3.4) 
LEMMA 4.4. For any t E N, c E Z, we have Ck$ ‘1 E 0,. 
Proof. If t = 0, this is clear. Assume now that t > 1 and that the result is 
true for t - 1. We have 
[kijc]m[k~;:+1]q-2d,r=k72q-2di(=+lj[ :!;I. (4.4.1) 
Hence it is enough to show that [“I; O] E o&. This follows from (4.3.1) with 
p = r, using the induction hypothesis. 
4.5. Let ir;‘, be the &-subalgebra with 1 of 0 generated by [kljo], k” 
(iE[l,n], teN). Then @&CO, by 4.4. Note that Ckl; ‘1 E @j& (c E Z) by 
(4.4.1) and induction on t. 
Using (4.3.1), (4.3.3), (4.3.4), we see that 0, is spanned as an d-module 
by the products u- . u”. u+ where u- E 02, U’E ir”,, u+ E 02. We can 
now prove 4.2(a). It is enough to show that for u-, no, u+ as above we 
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have u-u”u+x E L d. But ei”x=O for 121, kix=qdtmtx, [k~)o]~=A~ 
where 1= [ YI],,~~,E& (we have I=0 unless t<m,). Thus U-U’U+XE 
&u-xc L,, as required. 
4.6, Let L = F. x0 L’ be the unique direct sum decomposition with 
L’ c L stable under all ki (1 < i Q n), Let n: L --f 1;. x be the projection such 
that XL’ = 0. We show that XL, c d .x. Now L, is spanned as an 
d-module by the vectors y =fj, . ..fi.x (i,, . . . . i,.e [ 1, n]). If r 3 1 then 
y E L’ by (2.5.2) so rr( y) = 0; if r = 0, then y = x and rr( y) = x. Our assertion 
follows. 
4.7. Let y,EL,,,, cj~F (1 <jgm) be such that J$‘=i cjyj=O, y, #O. 
We show that there exist c; E d (1 d j B m) such that cy! i ejcj = 0, c’, # 0. 
(Compare [lo, Section 2, Cor. 11.) Since y, #O, we can find 
. 
11, 12, . . . . i,E [l,n] such that rc(ei,ei2 . ..e.y,)#O, rc as in 4.6. Let 
z4=ej,ei, . ..ei.e Od. We have rc(uyj) = cix where c; E d (see 4.6), 1 < j d m. 
Moreover c’, #O. We have 0 = c,“=, cjuyj. Applying rt we deduce 
c,“= , c; cj = 0. 
4.8. We can now prove 4.2(b). (Compare [ 10, Section 2, Cor. 1 ] ). The 
canonical map FO, L,, -+ L is clearly surjective. Assume that it is not 
injective. Then we can find yj E L,,, cje F (1~ j< m) such that 
~J’=~c~Q.Y~#O in FQL, and c,?=, cjyj= 0 in L; we can assume that 
m> 1, m is minimum possible, and y, #O. Let c,!E&’ (1 <j<m) be as in 
4.7 and let y; = c’, yj - cj y i (2 < j < m). We have 
i c,Qy,‘= f cjQyj#O in FOL, 
j=2 j= 1 
and 
f cjy;= f c,yj=o in L. 
j=2 j= 1 
This contradicts the minimality of m. Hence F@ L, + L is injective and 
4.2(b) is proved. 
4.9. We now prove 4.2(c). (Compare [lo, Section 2, Cor. 11.) Let 
YELd. We can write y = y,, + yw2 + . . . + y, where oi are distinct 
weights and y,,~ L,, #O. We must show that each y,, is in L,. It is 
enough to do this for i = 1. We have oj = (qdlrlJ, . . . . qdn’q) (1 < j < p) where 
riJ are integers (since wj < 0). Let s > 1 be an integer such that Jrii - ril 1 < s 
for all jE [l, p], iE [l, n]. Let 
607/70/2-8 
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(see Lemma 4.4). It is clear that U) L,, = (- l)“, u/L, = 0 for 2 <j< p. 
Hence y,, = (- 1)” uy E L, (by 4.2(a)). Finally, 4.2(d) is clear from the 
definitions. This completes the proof of 4.2. 
We have a natural isomorphism F,, = &‘/I, where Z is the ideal of d 
generated by q - 1. We define L= F,@, L,. The endomorphisms 
ei, fi,[ “$O] = (kf - k;2)/(q2d, - q-2d), kj, of the d-module L, define by 
extension of scalars endomorphisms ej, fjfi, hi, ki (respectively) of 1. 
We introduce the following notation. For any weight w’, we set 
L &, wI = L, n L,. , L,. = F, 0, L, Wr. We have L, = @ o1 L,, o1 by 4.2(c) 
hence L= @,, L,,. 
Moreover, 
dim,L,, = rank, L,, o, = dim,,& (4.10.1) 
using 4.2(b). 
If L,. # 0 then w’ = (qdlrl, . . . . qdn’“) with ri E Z (since o’ < 0); note that ki 
acts on L,* w1 as multiplication by qd,‘l hence 6 acts on L,. as identity. This 
proves the first part of the following result. 
LEMMA 4.11. (a) K=l. 
(b) The endomorphisms Ci, j’iy hi (1 < i<n) of L satisfy the relations 
(1.2.1 t( 1.2.5). Hence they define a U-module structure on L (see 1.2). 
(c) hi acts on L,,, (co’= (qdlrl, . . . . qdnrn), r,E Z) as multiplication by ri. 
Proof (a) has been already noted. In (b), the relations (1.2.1), (1.2.3), 
(1.2.4), (1.2.5) are obviously satisfied. (Note that q + 1 under the natural 
map d + d/Z= F,.) We have 
kf -k;* k; - /q2 
- - 4 24 -4 2d ’ e,i ej 4 2d, _ c2”, 
*4q _ 
4 
~ 24a, + k:-k,:’ 
4 2d, ~ (q-2d@“- 1) _ 4 Zd, 4 24 _ 4 -2d, 
on L,,. Hence 
Similarly, 
h,ei - Cjhi = CiR?av on L 
= e,a,, using (a) 
h,J-J.hi= --f;k?a,= -f;av. 
Note that (k: - k;2)/(q24 - qm2”‘) acts on L,,,, (w’ as in (c)) as 
multiplication by (q2’lri - q -2d1’i)/(q2dz-q-2d1) hence hi acts on c,. as 
multiplication by ri. The lemma is proved. 
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THEOREM 4.12. Assume that char F= 0; recall that q E F* is transcen- 
dental over F0 c F. Let L be a simple highest weight U-module with highest 
weight o = (qdlml, .,,, qdnmn), miE N, with primitive vector x. Define a 
U-module E as in 4.10, 4.11. Then 
(a) 1 is a simple (integrable) highest weight U-module with highest 
weight (m,, . . . . m,). 
(b) rf L,, #O, co’= (qdlr’, . . . . qdn’“) (rich), then J?,, (see 4.10) is 
precisely the weight space of L (with respect to the operators h,, . . . . h,) 
corresponding to the weight (r,, . . . . r,). Hence dim, L,. = dim, L,, (see 
(4.10.1)) is given by the Weyl-Kac character formula [6, 10.41 for J?. 
Proof The first sentence in (b) follows from 4.11(c) and the fact that 
char F = 0. In particular .? = 10, x E L is (up to a scalar) the only vector 
- - 
of L which satisfies X # 0, h,x = mix, ejx = 0. 
We have L, = U,; .x hence L= U .X where U is the F,-subalgebra of 
U generated by ff/Z! (i E [ 1, n], f = 1, 2, . ..) or, equivalently, by A 
(i E [ 1, n] ). Hence 1 is a U-module in the “category 0,” (see [6, 9.11). By 
4.11 (c), the hi’s act semisimply on L; since ei, fi act locally nilpotently on 
L it follows that ei, fi act locally nilpotently on E; hence L is an 
“i$egrable” U-module (see [6, 3.61). It is completely reducible by 
[6, 10.73. Being generated by a weight space F,X, it is necessarily a simple 
U-module. The theorem is proved. 
4.13. Assume that F= F,(q), char F,, = 0, q, indeterminate. Combining 
4.12 with 2.6, we see that any simple integrable highest weight module 
for U (with highest weight (m,, . . . . m,), miE N) admits a “quantum 
deformation”: the simple highest weight module for U with highest weight 
(q 4ml ( . . . . 44”“). 
4.14. The assumption det A # 0 is not essential. If det A = 0, the 
definition of the Kac-Moody Lie algebra attached to A given in [6, 
Chap., 1 ] is slightly different from that in 1.2: one must allow a larger 
Cartan subalgebra so that the simple roots are linearly independent. One 
should correspondingly modify the definition of U by increasing the 
subalgebra generated by the k;s. If one does that, all our arguments remain 
valid. 
5. BRAID GROUP ACTION ON 0 
In this section we assume that A is “simply laced” i.e., aii = aji E { 0, - 1 } 
for all i#sj in [ 1, n]. We shall take di = 1 for all i. The results in this 
section are proved by straightforward verifications, which will be omitted. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. For each ie [l, n] there is a unique algebra 
homomorphism Ti: 0 + fi such that 
Ti(l)= 1 
1 
-fik;, if i=j 
Tiej= ei, if av=Q 
q-‘ejt?,- qeiil, if au=-1 
1 
-k,y2ej, if i=j 
Tijj= fi> if a,=0 
qfif, - 4 - ‘f,.L if aij=-1 
if i=j 
if au=0 
if au=-1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For each ie [ 1, n] there is a unique algebra 
homomorphism Ti’ : 0 + 8 such that 
T;(l)= 1 
-k,y2fi, if i=j 
T/ej= ej, 
1 
if av=O 
q- ‘eiej - qqie,, if au=-1 
1 
-e,kf, if i=j 
CL.= fi, if au=0 
qfifi - 4 -‘f&9 if aii= -1 
1 
k,- I, if i=j 
Ti’kj= kj, if ati=0 
kikj, if au=-1. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. 
TioT;=Ti’oTi=Id. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For i # j E [ 1, n], we have 
Tie T,o Ti= Tja Tin Tj, if a,=-1 
Tie Tj= Tjo Ti if a,=@ 
These results show that there is a natural action of a braid group on 0; this 
is compatible with the algebra structure of 6 but not with the Hopf algebra 
structure. 
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